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Key Concerns for Wind Related to
DS3
• With >500MW connected last year, we are now in the “hockey stick” part of the
deployment curve, as predicted.
• Curtailment is the “canary in the mine” of Irish electricity policy, an early warning that
we’ve missed something.
• Energy Systems Committee has been created to model, forecast and track overall costs,
and curtailment in particular as we move to 2030.
• But we need a firm foundation of 40% RES-E with minimal curtailment in 2020 before
we start talking about 70%+ in 2030. Key to this:
1.
2.
3.
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Successful and timely roll-out of DS3 System Services to get to 75% SNSP
Optimizing min gen of conventional fleet during curtailment events
Proactive management of interconnectors to minimise curtailment
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Successful and timely roll-out of
DS3 System Services #1
• Achieving 75% SNSP limit is a fundamental objective of DS3
• The aim of DS3 System Services is to put in place the correct structure, level
and type of service in order to ensure that the system can operate securely
at this level of SNSP
• Original go-live for System Services was October 2015
• Delays in roll-out of System Services has already contributed to 2-year delay
in reaching 75% SNSP (from 2017 to 2019)
• Impact of this delay has been mitigated by REFIT 2 extension and delayed
build-out of wind
• At current rates of installation (500MW per year) curtailment will ramp up
rapidly, creating investment uncertainty, if SNSP can’t be lifted soon.
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Successful and timely roll-out of
DS3 System Services #2
• Volume Uncapped Procurement now open- important milestone but will not work
where significant capital investment required
• EirGrid acknowledge importance of new providers in order to meet System Service
requirements post-2020
• New Providers need 2 things to deliver:
◦ Volume Capped Procurement process (scheduled to kick off April 2018)
◦ Access to grid for their devices (DS3 Grid Regime now unlikely to deliver offers until end 2018
earliest)

• There is a mismatch between volume capped procurement timeline and DS3 grid
access timeline
• IWEA has an interest in seeing that only real projects will be awarded DS3 contracts
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Successful and timely roll-out of
DS3 System Services
IWEA Recommendations

• Work on principle that some certainty over grid if pre-condition to volume capped procurement
◦ ‘Deemed Complete’ would seem reasonable

• Also must ensure projects are for DS3 to get priority e.g. not CRM/Balancing
• It may be necessary to delay Volume Capped Procurement by 2-3 months to enable DS3 grid
processing to ‘deemed complete’ point
◦ Current deadline is May with projects awarded in September 2018, so delay must be >2-3 months since
grid offers won’t be made until end of 2018
◦ For competitive auctions, you need more projects/MWs competing than actually required

• This delay is not ideal but better than:
◦ (a) having an undersubscribed auction due to a lack of projects with grid (since grid is a pre-condition)
or
◦ (b) proceeding with procurement where winning projects are not ready to build causing further delays
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Optimizing Min Gen of
Conventional Fleet
Quantifying the problem

• As things stand high merit order conventional units regularly run significantly above standard min gen requirements as per grid code
• Many of these units may have capability to reduce min gen further than currently stated
• At high SNSP wind is being curtailed to leave room for these units
• Mullangrid study indicates average of [200MW] cumulative above the min_gen level prescribed in the grid code, during periods when wind is
being curtailed.

Key Questions
• Does this meet the EU directive on minimising curtailment of renewables?
• SIR payment may incentivise improvements, but can they make a capital investment against only 12 months SIR payment certainty?

• Should there be a programme to simply enforce the grid code?
• What does the cost benefit case for temporary derogations around min_gen look like now, given the amount of wind curtailment its causing?
• See Mullangrid table or graph on next slide
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Power Plants Can Do
More During Hours of
Curtailment: Historically
Not Going to Min Gen
During Curtailment

Table Shows the Operation of
Must Run Power Plants During
Curtailment indicates that some
of the plants (highlighted in
yellow) are consistently
operating at levels well above
their minimum generation levels
over the last 6 years
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Proactive management of
interconnectors to minimise
curtailment

• SO-SO counter-trading was initiated to mitigate curtailment of wind and has delivered reasonable results
but still see instances where I’C flows work against wind
• No clarity on how this will be managed in i-SEM
• Last trade closes 17:30 but EirGrid currently not set up for night-time counter-trading

Key Questions
• What is the cost benefit case around moving to 24hr counter-trading arrangements?
• How does counter-trading requirement change under I-SEM?
• What can be done to minimise the negative impact of intra-day trading platform limitations day one?
• What metrics can be published to show efficacy of countertrading?
• Should these be broken out in curtailment reports?
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Interconnector
Activity
2014-2017
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Volume Risk on Temporal Scalar
• Every factor that affects curtailment also affects SNSP volumes. DSM, storage and conventional
plant need to know how many hours SNSP will be above 50%, 60% and 70%, specifically:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Wind is stochastic, but appears to cause a range of
Variations in interconnector trading (including countertrading) could cause a range of
Variations in min_gen
Vartiations in min number of units could cause
Other factors beyond EirGrid such as the level of demand (particularly datacentres) and installed
capacity of wind (depending on success of REFIT + timing / volumes to be supported under RESS)

• Cumulatively if all the variability goes the “right” or “wrong” way, then the average scalar could
be very different
◦ This is going to attract a very large risk premium from investors
◦ The risks are impossible to model
◦ There are no ways to reconfigure your plant or service to mitigate these risks
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Optimised Dispatch and
Transmission Constraints
Key Questions
• How quickly can EirGrid move the minimum number of units lower (from 8 to as low as
4)?
• If the N-S interconnector is further delayed, is there a contingency plan for lowering
min_units?
• Can inertia/RoCoF constraints be applied more flexibly?
• When will either EirGrid or industry be able to paint a dispatch picture of 2030?
◦ We have high level quantities from Low Carbon Living Scenario
◦ But we need accompanying likely transmission constraints volumes of DS3 likely to be
required, changes to largest infeed, likely SNSP level, likely minimum inertia level, operational
philosophy.
◦ This vision can help estimate costs, predict curtailment, predict SNSP volume scalars.
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